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Reading “Alliteratively”: The Middle English Pearl & The Allegory of Artifice.

	This essay argues that the meter of the Middle English Pearl belongs neither, strictly speaking, to the alliterative long-line tradition, nor to the English tetrameter tradition.  Developing Richard Osberg’s argument that the meter of the Pearl exhibits metrical and stylistic features of the alliterative and accentual-syllabic traditions, I will propose that the Pearl represents a “macaronic” meter that belongs to a group of poems composed in, what I will term, the alliterative “short-line.”  In making this argument, I will demonstrate that a tetrameter interpretation underrepresents the Pearl meter and fails to capture two crucial metrical generalizations: The first is a syllable based generalization for W(EAK) metrical positions; and the second is a stylistic constraint that governs the alignment of alliteration and S(TRONG) metrical positions.  
	This final constraint entails a further critique of the separation of melodic features (rhyme, alliteration, phonetic-features, etc.) from the domain of meter.  Whether this argument necessitates that melodic structure be incorporated into metrical theory, or whether it remain properly in the broader domain of prosody (like musical and performance based theories), I will argue that the Pearl raises fundamental questions about the role of linguistic theory in the description of poetic composition.  Put concisely, these questions are: Do poetic meters represent the linguistic constraints that can be shown to “govern” poetic composition? Or should poetic meters represent the rules (implicit or explicit) by which a poet composes a poetic line and aligns himself within a given poetic tradition?  In the case of the Pearl, I will argue that, while the meter of the Pearl can be defined by constraining the W(EAK) metrical position, there are a number of stylistic constraints that are more intuitively framed in terms of the S-position.  When invoked, these stylistic constraints help to privilege one scansion over another.  Though these constraints are not obligatory, they represent a stylistic regularity that is important to the composition, and arguably, to the “reading” of metrical and interpretive complexities in the Pearl. 	
	Concluding on this more theoretic point, I will consider what it means to read “alliteratively”-- outlining some of the aesthetic and interpretive consequences involved in different approaches to this question.  And finally, I will argue that the Pearl, because of its conscious artificial construction, foregrounds the saliency of structural positions in the poem and calls for a consideration of the different critical strategies that poetic texts require, as well as the interpretive acts that they permit and enact.     
 


